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TABLE TOPS
TO PAIR WITH YOUR

PIPE TABLE OR
DESK FRAME

I D E A

O N E

IKEA GERTON TOP

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR TOPS
The Gerton table top from Ikea is one of the most
popular tops that our customers pair with their pipe
table and desk frames.

We used both tops in the Simplified Building office to
create a corner, L-Shape desk frame (see the top right
picture above).

The butcher block top comes in two sizes. One that is
61" long x 29 1/2" wide and costs $90.

This top can be stained with any color you like and
finished with a clear coat.

The other is 55 1/8" long by 27 1/2" wide with a
rounded end. This top costs $80.

I D E A

T W O

RECLAIMED TOP

BUILD A TOP FROM RECLAIMED BOARDS OR PALLETS
Many of our customers also decide to go the
completely custom route and build their own table
top from recycled materials.

You can get as creative and involved as you like here.
Either by simply sanding and finishing a worn out top
or by putting a top together from reclaimed boards.

Popular choices include reclaimed wood boards, barn
beams, barn doors, and recycled pallets.

A simple way that our customers have used to attach
reclaimed boards is by using a length of angle iron on
each side of the table top (see the two pictures on the
right located above).

These materials can often be found on Craigslist for
relatively cheap or possibly even free. Garage sales
and vintage furniture shops are other places to look.

I D E A

T H R E E

GLASS TOP

A SIMPLE BUT MODERN TABLE TOP
One simple way to add a table top to your frame is to
use a piece of glass.
A glass top can be placed on top of the Flange fittings
located at the top of a table or desk frame. This
creates an elegant and modern piece of furniture.
You will need to find a glass dealer near you to order
a custom size for your table.

This can be a bit costly, however.
If you want to create a similar look but don't want to
spend a lot of money, you can try browsing Craigslist
or local garage sales for a glass table that you can take
the glass top from and use it with your new pipe desk
or table frame.

I D E A

F O U R

LIVE EDGE TOP

LIVE EDGE TOPS FOR A RUSTIC APPEAL
A live edge table top is a top crafted from a natural
slab of wood. The edge of the top often has an
irregular shape that follows the natural curves of the
wood.
In some cases, the bark from the tree may even be left
on the slab.
Using this type of table top creates a truly unique
piece as no live edge top is the same.

Live edge slabs can be found in all different types of
wood.
To find live edge slabs in your area try browsing
Craigslist and even try checking out local
woodworking shops.

I D E A

F I V E

PLYWOOD TOP

USE PLYWOOD FOR A BUDGET-FRIENDLY TOP
Plywood can be a great alternative to more expensive
soft and hardwoods as a table top for your pipe table
or desk frame.

Best of all, buying a birch or oak plywood top is much
cheaper than purchasing the equivalent of a real oak
or birch top.

Although plywood is often used for construction
purposes, there are types of hardwood plywood that
work well as table tops.

These plywood boards often come in sheets of 2' x 4'
or 4' x 8' giving you plenty of flexibility to cut them to
length. From there you can stain and finish them
however you like.

Oak, birch, and many other types of hardwood
plywoods work well in this scenario.

GET CREATIVE
These are just a few of the ideas that our customers have used as table tops to pair with their pipe table
and desk frames.
But, it doesn't stop there.
Our customers have built table tops using butcher block tops, metal sheets, reclaimed bowling alley lanes,
granite and quartz counter tops, concrete, and more.
The choice is really up to you and you can get as creative as you like when deciding what to pair with
your frame.
Be sure to check out our projects area on the Simplified Building website for more ideas and if you need
any help with any step of the building process, feel free to reach out to our team for assistance. Our
projects team can be reached at projects@simplifiedbuilding.com

Find Table & Desk Frame Kits At:
www.simplifiedbuilding.com/kits

